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Chapter 4 

Unconstrained Supply Planning

In this chapter, we’ll discuss unconstrained supply planning, which will 

propagate the consensus demand plan throughout the supply network, 

resulting in a master production plan, distribution plan, and rough-cut 

capacity insights.

In this chapter, we’ll build on the consensus demand plan generated by the demand

planning process and cover the inputs to the supply review step in the sales and opera-

tions planning (S&OP) cycle. The main objective of this chapter is to provide the full cal-

culation scheme that forms the basis of the S&OP heuristic. We’ll provide this insight

by weaving in practical implications for the choices to be made. After the definition

and objectives, the steps in building the unconstrained requirement plan will be

detailed. Once we have the basic scenario explained, the different parameters influenc-

ing the results of the heuristic will be covered, together with their business use. We’ll

introduce the topic of forecasting consumption with various forecast consumption

strategies and how they can be used in conjunction with the S&OP heuristic. In addi-

tion, we’ll cover how shelf-life planning is supported with its use cases. The chapter will

close with an overview of rough-cut capacity planning in the context of the uncon-

strained S&OP heuristic. This will lay the foundation to move toward constrained plan-

ning algorithms in the next chapter.

4.1    Unconstrained Planning at a Glance

The supply planning process starts from the consensus demand plan validated by the

product and demand review process steps. The objective of the supply planning pro-

cess is to agree on a feasible supply plan that meets as much demand as possible while

taking supply constraints and profitability into account.

Determination of the feasibility of the plan is typically orchestrated by the supply chain

function, for which the key stakeholders are manufacturing, procurement, logistics, and

distribution. In organizations in which products are heavily customized for specific

orders, the engineering unit may be an important stakeholder as well. Each function

faces the same question: Can the demand be supported by the existing capacity?
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In the first chapter, the focus of the S&OP process has been established as tactical plan-

ning, in which the period from 3 to 18 months out is being evaluated. We established,

however, that there are links to the strategic planning process, giving an overview of

how constraints behave in the longer term. This allows companies to perform analyses

to determine if strategic changes to capacities are required. For example, extending the

time horizon to multiple years makes questions like “Should we open a new produc-

tion facility or distribution center?” relevant.

Key questions for each function are as follows:

� Manufacturing

Is there enough capacity to support the demand plan?

� Purchasing

Do the suppliers have enough capacity to support the manufacturing plan?

� Logistics and distribution

Can the current logistics network support the transportation volume, and is there

enough space to hold the inventory?

� Engineering

Can the engineering department support the anticipated changes to the products in

an engineered-to-order (ETO) business?

� Finance

How does the current supply and fulfillment plan align with the organization’s

financial goals?

To answer these questions, the plan needs to be brought to a lower level of granularity

compared to the demand review process. Whereas the demand review process focuses

on an unconstrained demand plan at a sellable product or product family level and cus-

tomer or customer group level, the supply review process focuses on all types of prod-

ucts, manufacturing locations, vendors, and resources across the network. The supply

review process determines how each product’s customer demand is fulfilled, where

and when the products are manufactured, the capacity required, the material require-

ments plan, and the distribution plan.

This determination is referred to as demand propagation because it traces the path for

a given product from a customer to its ultimate supply source through the internal dis-

tribution network, up to exploding the bills of material (BOMs) for production pro-

cesses, resulting in raw material requirements coming from suppliers. At each stage,

inventory levels and key supply constraints are considered. This enables manufactur-

ing, procurement and logistics, and distribution to see where the required amount of

product can’t be supplied. These functions then evaluate alternate means to meet

demand.

For example, if a given manufacturing plant is unable to produce the required volume

of product, it may be possible to outsource manufacturing to a third party, prebuild

inventory in less busy periods, or move production to an alternate plant. Each of these
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scenarios has associated impacts on costs and margin, which should be considered

when proposing the preferred supply plan. The final stage of the supply review is for

the proposed plan to be agreed on by the organization’s leadership.

Once a supply plan has been agreed on, it’s possible to confirm which demand can be

satisfied, referred to as supply propagation, taking the potentially constrained volumes

and pushing them back through the supply network. The relationship between

demand and supply propagation is shown in Figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1  Demand Propagation and Supply Propagation

This process of demand propagation, evaluation, and confirmation of supply scenarios

followed by supply propagation enables an organization to find the answers to the fol-

lowing questions:

� Where do inventory surpluses or shortages exist?

� Which supply capacities (production, handling) are overutilized or underutilized?

� Which demands will be met, and which will be dropped or delayed?

� What is the approximate revenue, cost, and margin associated with the agreed-on

plan or various versions of the plan?

4.2    The Sales and Operations Planning Heuristic

The SAP Integrated Business Planning (SAP IBP) solution delivers two time series–

based algorithms to propagate the consensus demand plan through the network. In

this chapter, we’ll explain the operations of the S&OP unconstrained heuristic, called

the time-series-based supply planning heuristic since version 1708, delivered as part of

SAP Integrated Business Planning for sales and operations. As the name suggests, this
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algorithm is an unconstrained or infinite supply planning engine, which doesn’t auto-

matically restrict the supply plan based on resource capacities or material constraints.

The heuristic is often referred to as a decision support algorithm, leaving the decision

with the planner. The heuristic itself won’t make decisions about which demands to

meet and which not; instead, it will follow the rules defined in the structure of the sup-

ply chain network modeled in SAP IBP. It assumes that all resource capacities are

infinite and that there are no material constraints. It’s a good practice to configure an

alert to help identify capacity bottlenecks or material shortages, making it easier for

planners to take necessary actions. In Chapter 5, we’ll introduce the S&OP optimizer, a

decision-making algorithm that uses financial information to provide a constrained

plan without manual intervention.

Both demand and supply propagation in an unconstrained S&OP heuristic are based

on simple rules. In demand propagation, the consensus demand plan will be propa-

gated throughout the supply network based on sourcing rules. In supply propagation,

the propagated demands will be confirmed by receipts. Either the full demand will be

confirmed automatically (unconstrained supply propagation) or by fair-share rules,

propagating potential shortages up to the customer level.

For many organizations, the S&OP heuristic is the most appropriate starting point to

perform supply network planning. It leverages a very transparent calculation scheme

based on user-defined rules, providing the user with visibility of the demands, receipts,

inventories, and capacity implications at every level of the supply network. Moreover,

visibility into a completely unconstrained plan can be of utmost importance. For

example, in supplier collaboration scenarios, planners provide a long-term uncon-

strained forecast of raw materials to the suppliers using the unconstrained heuristics.

Because the heuristic is a rule-based solver, we’ll start by looking at the structure of a

supply chain network and the sourcing rules. Once the supply network design is well

understood, the demand propagation and supply propagation calculation scheme will

be covered in detail.

4.3    Supply Network Design

The supply network is the core structure used by the S&OP heuristic. It depicts the key

entities relevant for supply planning, such as customers, locations (distribution cen-

ters, production facilities, and suppliers), and BOMs. As noted in Chapter 2, the supply

network is depicted via master data types. The key master data types that make up the

supply network are as follows:

� Simple master data types

– Product

– Customer
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– Location

– Resource

� Compound master data types

– Customer product (optional)

– Location product

– Location resource

– Location product resource

– Sourcing rules (customer source, location source, production source)

In the remainder of this section, we’ll dive into each of the supply network elements in

groups, starting with the simple and compound master data types, followed by sourc-

ing rules. We’ll cover how supply network accuracy can be checked and validated, and

we’ll briefly discuss the impact of subnetworks on the supply network.

4.3.1    Products, Locations, and Customers

The supply network in the SAP IBP solution is a very flexible concept: it can be

extended easily and can be arbitrarily deep. The supply network consists of master data

elements and doesn’t require any configuration changes to the system to extend, mod-

ify, or restrict it.

To build the supply network in real life, various considerations play an important role.

It’s uncommon to consider all products the organization uses in the S&OP process.

Although most finished products will be accounted for, components that go into the

production processes can be reduced in scope. Often the focus of the S&OP process will

be on the critical components and resources that will make a difference in the tactical

planning processes. Although the selection of critical components depends on the

industry and the organization, it typically includes those products subject to a capacity

constraint or a significantly higher cost if not planned effectively. This is usually the

case for more expensive components or subassemblies or for components with a lim-

ited number of suppliers. For example, in a high-tech company, processors used in the

finished products can be considered critical, whereas the fixings used for assembly are

plentiful in supply and don’t need to be considered in the medium- to long-term sup-

ply planning processes.

For customers, similar considerations apply to the S&OP process. For some industries,

it’s of the utmost importance to model all the individual customers as part of the sup-

ply network, but other companies sell to individual end users who don’t exhibit any

structure in their demand patterns. Consequently, for some organizations, all custom-

ers can be considered in the S&OP process, but for most, a customer grouping can be

considered. The modeling of customers in groups also becomes one of the important

considerations in other subprocesses of S&OP such as demand planning and inventory

planning.
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Locations in SAP IBP cover all the entities in the supply network that aren’t customers

and for which supply (inventory, production, lead times, and supply constraints) needs

to be considered. Therefore, both internal locations, such as manufacturing facilities

and distribution centers, and external locations, such as suppliers, contract manufac-

turing, and ports, can be modeled as locations. The model can be extended as necessary

to support the S&OP process. Usually, locations are differentiated by location type in

SAP IBP. Typical key locations in a supply network include the following:

� Manufacturing locations, often with resources (production, handling), production

processes, and raw material requirements

� Distribution centers, for storage and distribution of finished products

� Suppliers, for modeling key constraints and/or collaboration around likely require-

ments

The usage of the compound master data types for location products and customer

products allows modeling attributes at the combined level. For example, for a location

product, the subnetwork is a key attribute (covered in Section 4.3.4). At a customer

level—though the customer-product combination is optional—a sales planner name

could be modeled as an attribute or perhaps the market segment the customer sells

this product in.

4.3.2    Sourcing Rules

The relationships among the various aspects of the supply network are defined by

sourcing rules. At each location, sourcing rules answer the question, “Where does this

product come from?” There are three types of sourcing rules in the standard heuristic,

which we’ll discuss in the following sections. The network is said to be closed if, for

every product at every location, this question has an answer.

Customer Sourcing Rules

Sourcing rules start from the level at which the unconstrained consensus demand is

defined: typically, a specific product at a specific customer or customer group. Cus-

tomer sourcing rules define the customer demand fulfillment location for each prod-

uct. The customer sourcing rule is captured in the source customer master data type.

There is a sourcing ratio (with the attribute CRATIO) that establishes the split between

possible sourcing locations. The sourcing ratio for a specific product customer should

add up to 100% to ensure consistency. This means single sourcing scenarios (i.e., those

in which a customer sources all of a given product from only one source) should have

a customer sourcing ratio of 1 (100%) from a single location, whereas multisource sce-

narios will require multiple ratios that sum to 1. Sourcing ratios can be reflected as a

single value, set up in the master data type; this indicates a constant ratio over all peri-

ods. Alternatively, the sourcing ratio can be time-phased, allowing it to vary over time.
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In that case, the time series flag will be set in the master data type (with the attribute

RATIOTS = 'X'). Based on the time series flag, the heuristic won’t consider the constant

sourcing ratio but will use the customer sourcing ratio key figure for its calculations.

Customer sourcing ratios have a lead time assigned, which marks the time it takes to

transport products from a location to a customer. Because lead time provides the only

opportunity to capture the time differential between availability of stock at a cus-

tomer-facing location and receipt of stock at the customer, various factors should be

considered when modeling customer lead time. Some examples of components of cus-

tomer lead times are as follows:

� Time required to pick, pack, and load the product and make it customer-ready

� Time required to process product through customs

� Physical transportation time between fulfillment location and customer site

If, as is typical, customers in SAP IBP are modeled as groups of customers, average lead

times should be used.

It’s generally not a good practice to add buffers in customer lead times to hedge for

uncertainty in customer transports. A better approach is to account for lead time

uncertainty in the determination of safety stock targets.

The lead time is set up as a whole number and expressed in the planning bucket that

the heuristic will operate in; for example, if you’re planning in weekly buckets, a value

of 1 represents a one-week lead time. Lead time acts as an offset in the demand and sup-

ply propagation processes.

Location Sourcing Rules

The next level of sourcing rules determines how the demand is fulfilled at a location

other than the customer. A first potential answer to this question could be modeled as

a location sourcing rule, or transport rule, which maps this location product demand to

be supplied by a different location. Location sourcing rules are used to represent the

stock movement between different locations—for example, stock transfer from a man-

ufacturing location to a distribution center.

Location sourcing rules also have a location sourcing ratio, which, just like customer

sourcing ratios, can be constant or time-phased. To depict a constant location sourcing

ratio, the location transport ratio in the master data type can be maintained (TRATIO). If

the location sourcing ratio should vary over time, the time series flag will be set in the

master data type (RATIOTS = 'X'), resulting in the use of the transport ratio key figure by

the heuristic.

Lead times are also available in location sourcing rules to account for the transporta-

tion time between the sending and receiving locations. Because lead time provides the

only opportunity to do so, you must capture the time offset between availability of

stock at a source location and receipt of stock at the destination location. Various
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factors should be considered while modeling transportation lead times. Some exam-

ples of times that may add up to overall transportation lead times are as follows:

� Time required to pick, pack, and load the product at the source location

� Physical transportation time between source and destination locations

� Other time considerations for receiving the product at the destination location,

such as time at customs

Aligned with customer sourcing lead times, the lead time is expressed in the planning

bucket that the heuristic will operate in.

Production Sourcing Rules

The last category of sourcing rules is production sourcing rules, which are applied in

two distinct scenarios:

� Type P (for production)

Reflecting production and a BOM.

� Type U (for unspecified)

Depicting the end of the supply network.

The various ways of depicting BOMs in the supply network are as follows:

� Standard BOMs

At the manufacturing location at which products are produced using other compo-

nents, production sourcing rules of type P will be applied (SOURCETYPE = 'P'). The pro-

duction sourcing rules are defined using two simple master data types: production

source header and production source item.

The production sourcing header assigns a source ID to an output product at a spe-

cific location. Production sourcing headers, just like customers and locations, have a

sourcing ratio: the production sourcing ratio. This can be either a constant and

maintained in the production sourcing header master data (PRATIO), or time-phased,

which will be modeled as the production ratio key figure. The latter option requires

the production ratio time series flag to be set to X in the master data (PRATIOTS = 'X').

To control the output quantities in the production process, production sourcing

items have an output component coefficient. These are used to provide the number

of products becoming available after performing the production operation. Just like

sourcing ratios, they can either be constant over time and be modeled in the produc-

tion source header (OUTPUTCOMPONENT) or vary over time, which requires the time

series flag to be set (OUTPUTCOMPONENTTS = 'X'). When the time series flag is set, the sys-

tem will use the output component coefficient key figure (OUTPUTCOMPONENT) to

model the output of the production process. This functionality can be applied, for

example, to model yields, which might be constant or improving over time.

To assign components to a BOM, the production source item assigns components to

the source ID, which is set up in the production source header. Production source
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items have a source ID item attribute, which acts as a counter to make the records

unique.

The production source item contains the component coefficient, which specifies the

number of input products required to produce the output product. Like sourcing

ratios, the value of the component coefficient can be constant over time and be

assigned to the source production item master data type (COMPONENTCOEFFICIENT).

Setting the time series flag in the master data (COMPONENTCOEFFICIENTTS = 'X') will

result in using the quantity per key figure (COMPONENTCOEFFICIENT).

� Multilevel BOMs 

It’s possible in the S&OP heuristic to model multilevel BOMs using the rules that

have been introduced. A multilevel BOM is modeled by assigning a component of

the BOM, a production sourcing rule of type P. There is no documented limit to the

levels in a BOM that can be established as such.

� Unspecified rules (U-rules) 

U-rules are a specific subtype of production sourcing rules that depicts the end of

the supply network. They are used to model product sources the planner doesn’t

plan. U-rules only require a production source header, in which the source type is set

to U (SOURCETYPE = 'U'). The production sourcing ratio should be maintained. When

setting up U-rules, the production ratio is typically set to 1 in the master data type

directly. Although a U-rule still requires specifying a source ID, there is only a pro-

duction source header and no production source item required.

Traditionally, U-rules are used to depict the incoming supply at the vendor. Since

SAP IBP release 1705, however, it’s possible to set the location type to V for vendor,

which makes it clear that no incoming supply is expected at this location and it’s the

end of the supply network.

� Coproduct planning 

The production process may not necessarily output only one product at a time.

Many times, a production process generates multiple output products. Such output

products can be thought of as by-products in chemical industry manufacturing pro-

cesses or coproducts in semiconductor manufacturing processes. In SAP IBP, you

model such situations by assuming production for one key product accompanied by

several secondary products or coproducts.

Such coproduct situations can be modeled by setting the source type to C (SOURCE-
TYPE = 'C'), which is tied to the production source of the main product’s production

process through the source ID. For example, consider a consumer company selling

chicken meat. The main demand is for chicken breasts, and for every two chicken

breasts produced, there are two chicken wings produced as a side-product. This gives

the production sourcing rule laid out in Table 4.1, in which the output coefficient

defines the number of products created because of the process.
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4.3.3    Supply Network Accuracy and Check Mode

To compute supply plan accurately, the supply network needs to be consistent. A con-

sistent network can be defined with the following two important characteristics:

� For every product at each customer or location, the question of where the product

comes from can be answered completely; that is, at a customer, the customer sourc-

ing ratios for a product need to add up to 1 (100%). Similarly, at all other locations,

the sum of the location sourcing ratio and the production sourcing ratio for a given

product need to add up to 1 (100%).

� The supply network shouldn’t exhibit cyclic paths; that is, two locations within the

network can’t share a receiving and a sending relationship with respect to the same

product.

To validate whether the network is consistent, the check mode algorithm can be used.

This algorithm will simulate the supply planning runs and produce a log, without stor-

ing the results of the supply planning run in the output key figure. The log messages

should be checked upon completion of the algorithm, and corrective action can be

taken. If you’re using time series for any of the ratios, then limiting the time period

selection during the check network process prevents checks for the entire horizon for

the same product.

4.3.4    Subnetworks

Using subnetworks, it’s possible to limit the run of the S&OP operators to only a lim-

ited set of data. Because supply operators are intended as network planning algo-

rithms, they always plan a complete network, independent of what’s selected in the

planning view. Subnetworks allow you to reduce the scope of planning—for example,

to a business unit or a region.

Subnetworks are assigned to the product location master data type; from there, they

take effect throughout the supply planning activities. It’s possible to run the heuristic

for one, multiple, or all subnetworks. If multiple subnetworks are planned together,

then the S&OP algorithms will consider them one integrated planning unit.

From a business perspective, the use of subnetworks allows for an array of advanced

planning capabilities via which different business units can be planned independently

and use the inter-subnetwork planning capabilities to barter limited supply across the

Source ID Product Source Type Output Coefficient

Chicken_Breast Breasts P 2

Chicken_Breast Wings C 2

Table 4.1  Example of Coproduction
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receiving business units. For example, imagine a chemicals company in which there is

a business unit producing raw chemicals that go into downstream derivative products.

If the raw chemicals business unit is specified as a separate planning unit, it’s possible

to run the S&OP algorithms for this planning unit alone. The demand will come from

the downstream business units. If the heuristic runs for all planning units, it calculates

the whole network and gives the basic chemicals business unit an unconstrained pic-

ture of the total demand.

Using inter-subnetwork planning capabilities thus allows for more control over how

the potentially limited supply from the basic chemicals business can be distributed

over the downstream business units. Adjustment key figures, which will be introduced

in Section 4.6.6, can be applied to manage this distribution.

4.4    Forecast Consumption

Before we proceed with the next step of demand and supply propagation by the S&OP

operator, it’s important to understand the concept of forecast consumption and the

capabilities available in this area.

When customer or independent demands are planned, they typically include forecasts,

actual sales orders, or both. If the customer or independent demands include forecasts

and sales orders, and if a new sales order arrives, the forecast needs to be reduced by the

sales order quantity. Otherwise, the planning algorithm will consider the demand

quantity twice: once as the forecast and once as the actual sales order. The process by

which planned demands are consumed or reduced by incoming customer/sales orders

to avoid duplicated planning is called forecast consumption.

There is an option to perform the forecast consumption with or without supply plan-

ning by running it on a supply planning–enabled planning area per your business

needs. In the following sections, let’s get familiarized with the common forecast con-

sumptions strategies and how they are utilized via the forecast consumption profile.

4.4.1    Forecast Consumption Methods

Multiple strategies are available to specify how a forecast can be consumed by the sales

orders. The strategy is defined by the forecast consumption mode. The forecast con-

sumption mode consists of the following:

� Direction in which periods are considered for consumption of the forecasts. 

The following directions are available:

– First forward, then backward

– First backward, then forward

– Forward only
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– Backward only

– Forward from boundary start

– Backward from boundary end

� Number of forward and backward periods for consuming the forecast. 

The consumption starts in a period in which sales order is received.

� Boundary specifying the limit for the consumption of forecasts. 

The following options are available:

– Off

– Left and right

– Left

– Right

� Sales order sequence to define the order in which sales orders are process. 

The following values are available:

– From left to right and from right to left are both calculated. The sequence that

leads to more consumption is used.

– From left to right only.

4.4.2    Forecast Consumption Profile

The Forecast Consumption Profiles app in the TS Supply Planning Configuration sec-

tion of the SAP Fiori launchpad enables the forecast consumption process. By creating

a forecast consumption profile, you can define the way in which incoming sales orders

consume the forecasted demand. In addition to the forecast consumption mode, pro-

files specify which key figures are to be used as input and output, the planning level at

which the forecast consumption happens, and the forecast consumption mode assign-

ment. You can also provide the boundary and calendar; however, this is optional.

There are two types of forecast consumption profiles:

� Enabled for S&OP Operator 

Allows you to run forecast consumption in planning areas that are enabled for sup-

ply planning as an input for the S&OP operator profile. They can be run either in

standalone mode or as a preprocessing step before running the S&OP operator algo-

rithms in the S&OP Operator Profiles app.

� Not Enabled for S&OP Operator 

Allows to run forecast consumption for planning areas that are enabled for supply

planning and for planning areas that aren’t enabled for supply planning. These pro-

files aren’t available for selection as a preprocessing step before running the S&OP

operator algorithms in the S&OP Operator Profiles app.

In the following sections, we’ll first set up the forecast consumption profile and then

show you some examples of it in action.
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Profile Set Up

There are two input and two output key figures for the forecast consumption profile, as

follows:

� The input forecast key figure is consumed by the incoming sales orders.

� The input sales order consumes the input forecast.

� The output open forecast is the unconsumed portion of the input forecast after the

forecast consumption algorithm is run.

� The output total demand is the total demand, which is the sum of the input sales

order and the output open forecast.

For forecast consumption profiles enabled for the S&OP operator, the key figures that

you assign here must have a base planning level of the following as their root attri-

butes:

� Product and location identifiers

� Any other attributes that are not relevant to non-supply-planning as root attributes

Ensure you’ve defined the key figures at the same storage time period level in their

base planning level as that of the consensus demand and independent demand key fig-

ures because these key figures determine the storage time period level for runs of the

time-series-based supply planning algorithms. If you haven’t defined the key figures in

this way, they won’t be available for assignment.

For forecast consumption profiles not enabled for the S&OP operator, that is, if you’re

using forecast consumption on its own, you don’t need to configure product and loca-

tion as root attributes of the base planning level. You can configure any root attributes.

The forecast consumption levels are the levels at which the forecast consumption pro-

cess happens. The input key figure values are aggregated to the forecast consumption

level if the planning levels of the input key figures aren’t the same as the consumption

level.

Finally, the forecast consumption mode assignment is used to specify the forecast con-

sumption mode. This is done by selecting the master data that has the forecast con-

sumption mode attribute assigned. The mode assignment can contain any attribute

that’s part of the forecast consumption level.

Time-Series-Based Forecast Consumption Examples

Let’s now look at a few examples to illustrate how different forecasting consumption

methods work. First up, let’s look at a forecast consumption mode that goes forward

three periods.

There are business scenarios when a sales order is received in advance, and you want to

consume forecasts from future time periods. In Table 4.2, you can see that a sales order

quantity of 450 is received in week 2. As the direction specified is forward only, and the
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number of periods is 3, the algorithm consumes input forecast in current week 2 and

then in week 3, week 4, and week 5. The results after the forecast consumption are

shown in Table 4.2.

Next, let’s look at a forecast consumption mode that goes backward one period and

then forward two periods. This is the most commonly used forecast consumption

method when you would like the sales order to consume the prior period forecast and

then from the future period depending on the number of periods specified.

In Table 4.3, a sales order quantity of 450 is received in week 2. The algorithm first con-

sumes input forecast in current week 2. The algorithm then moves backward and con-

sumes in week 1. As there is still open sales order quantity of 300, the algorithm then

moves forward and consumes forecast in week 3 and week 4. The results after the fore-

cast consumption are as shown in Table 4.3.

Finally, let’s look at a forecast consumption mode that first goes forward and then

backward. This is like the previous example, however, here you specify a boundary

within which the sales order can consume the forecast. The forecast consumption

boundary level specified in the profile is Month. The planning run level specified in the

S&OP operator profile is week.

Key Figure/Period Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Input Forecast 50 100 100 200 300 150

Input Sales Order 450

Consumed Forecast 100 100 200 50

Output Open Forecast 50 0 0 0 250 150

Output Total Demand 50 450 0 0 250 150

Table 4.2  Example of Forward Consumption

Key Figure/Period Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

Input Forecast 50 100 100 200 300 150

Input Sales Order 450

Consumed Forecast 50 100 100 200

Output Open Forecast 0 0 0 0 300 150

Output Total Demand 0 450 0 0 300 150

Table 4.3  Example of Backward and Forward Consumption
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In Table 4.4, a sales order quantity of 350 is received in week 3. The algorithm first con-

sumes the input forecast in week 3. The algorithm then moves forward and consumes

the forecast in week 4. As it hits the month boundary on the right with a remaining

open sales order quantity of 50, the algorithm then consumes the forecast in week 2.

The results after the forecast consumption are as shown in Table 4.4.

4.5    Propagating Demand

With the supply network established, the heuristic can be run to populate demand and

supply plans. In general, demand propagation starts at the customer level and uses the

sourcing rules framework to propagate the demand through the supply network.

Another starting point for demand propagation can be independent demand for a par-

ticular product at a specific location. The use of independent demands as a starting

point for demand propagation is recommended when the product is planned to satisfy

different needs that aren’t all modeled up to the customer level. For example, service

part forecasts in automotive industries can be added as an independent demand

stream because they’re often planned in a dedicated service parts planning solution.

Many factors influence the results of the heuristic. This section will start with a simple

model and then add complexity step by step to build a deep understanding of the cal-

culation scheme in the heuristic. The may parameters that can influence the results

from the heuristic are covered in Section 4.8.

4.5.1    Sample Supply Network

To cover all the key figures that play a role in the S&OP heuristic, the sample network

shown in Figure 4.2 will be used in this chapter.

Key Figure/

Period

Month 1 Month 2

Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6 Week 7 Week 8

Input Forecast 50 100 100 200 300 150 50 50

Input Sales 

Order

350 250

Consumed 

Forecast

50 100 200 150 50 50

Output Open 

Forecast

50 50 0 0 300 0 0 0

Output Total 

Demand

50 50 350 0 300 0 250 0

Table 4.4  Example of Forward then Backward; Left and Right Boundary
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Figure 4.2  Sample Network

The minimal network to explain all the flows in the heuristic can be represented as the

graphical model shown in Figure 4.2, consisting of nodes and arcs. The nodes are as fol-

lows:

� Customer

Customers represent the starting node in our example; the consensus demand from

customers can be fulfilled from various locations of the network using the customer

sourcing rules.

� Distribution

Distribution centers act as pass-through locations in the network, fulfilling cus-

tomer demand while ordering from the factory.

� Factory

Factories represent production facilities where an organization produces its main

products. Factories fulfill customer and distribution center demand while produc-

ing and therefore require raw materials.

The arcs connecting the nodes are the customer sourcing or location sourcing rules

that represent the material flow between different nodes.

This network allows for covering all the calculations that occur in the heuristic. It’s pos-

sible to extend the network in every dimension, and the same calculations will be used.

For example, raw materials can be ordered from a supplier, which establishes a location

sourcing or transportation rule from the factory to the supplier. The calculation sched-

ule will be similar to the location sourcing happening at the distribution center.

4.5.2    Consensus Demand

Consensus demand represents the starting point for a heuristic-based planning process.

The consensus demand is an outcome of the demand review process, which was dis-

cussed in Chapter 3. Consensus demand (CONSENSUSDEMAND) is a node-based key figure

that represents a demand for a particular product from a given customer at a particular

time. Consensus demand is defined at the planning level period, product, and customer

Factory

Distribution

Customer 

Customer Sourcing

Location Sourcing

Production Sourcing
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levels, and it’s a stored key figure. Figure 4.3 shows an example of a consensus demand

of 100 for the specific product at the specific customer in the month of March.

Figure 4.3  Consensus Demand

4.5.3    Customer Sourcing

The information that allows a heuristic to propagate demand further lies in the source

customer table, which defines the customer sourcing. It’s at this point that the heuris-

tic identifies all connected locations for a customer, along with the corresponding lead

times, sourcing ratios, and lot sizes. In the network shown in Figure 4.4, this ratio is split

over the factory and the distribution center.

Figure 4.4  Customer Sourcing

The practical decision for how customer sourcing ratios are split is often defined by the

demand fulfillment model. In many cases, there will be a single sourcing of customers

to locations, based on their geographic proximity. It’s important to keep in mind that

planning should be for the best-case scenario, ensuring that the most cost-optimal

route is planned for. Emergencies should be accommodated by a response manage-

ment solution, which might change the rules.

For example, if customers are supposed to order from the distribution center, this

needs to be maintained as the primary customer transportation lane. Direct factory

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Consensus Demand Product - Customer 100

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Sourcing Ratio: 30%

Lead Time: 1 Month

Sourcing Ratio: 70%

Lead Time: 0 Months
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shipments can be considered only if the distribution center is out of inventory. Note

that in cases in which customers are represented as a group, multisourcing scenarios

are more likely. However, it might be possible to organize the groups of customers in

such a way that a single sourcing could be maintained.

In the heuristic, the calculations are performed based on the established rules. The S&

OP optimizer, on the other hand, will consider the transportation costs to fulfill the

customer demand, which are likely higher for infrequent shipments from the factory

compared to regular shipments from the distribution center. Therefore, the S&OP opti-

mizer will make the decision to ship from the factory only when required. To demon-

strate the calculation model in the heuristic, we’ll continue with the multisourcing

scenario, which splits the demand between the distribution center and the factory.

The customer transports are made up of two arc-based key figures, as follows:

� Outbound customer demand (DEPENDENTCUSTOMERDEMAND)

This represents a portion of demand for a product in a particular period from a spe-

cific customer to the supplying location. This demand quantity is based on the

receipt date at the customer; therefore, no lead time offset is considered while com-

puting this demand.

When defining the key figures, we always try to show how you can calculate the

number the system provides yourself. For outbound customer demand, the calcula-

tion looks like this:

Outbound customer demand = Consensus demand × Customer sourcing ratio

� Dependent customer demand (DEPENDENTCUSTOMERDEMANDDS)

This key figure represents the supplying-location-side key figure corresponding to

outbound customer demand. This quantity is exactly the same as that of outbound

customer demand, based on the ship date at a supplying location. Therefore, lead

time offset is accounted for in the calculation of this key figure. The calculation is as

follows:

Dependent customer demand = Outbound customer demand with backward lead time

offset

This will result in the key figure calculations shown in Figure 4.5 for the sample supply

network.

Figure 4.5  Dependent Customer Demand

Factory

Distribution

CustomerPlanning LevelKey Figure Jan Feb Mar

Outbound 
Customer Demand

Product–Location –
Customer

70

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb

Outbound Product – Location 

Planning LevelKey Figure Jan Feb Mar

Product–Location –
Customer

Dependent 
Customer Demand

70

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb

Mar

Mar

Dependent Product –Location 30

30–

–
Customer

Customer

Customer Demand

Customer Demand
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In this example, the impact of the lead time can be observed between the customer and

the factory, for which one month of lead time is applied. Between the customer and the

distribution center, there is no lead time, so the demand appears in the same period.

4.5.4    Net Demand Calculation

The next step in the calculation chain zooms in on the distribution center fulfilling cus-

tomer demand. At the distribution center, the complete fulfillment model is calculated

with the following key figures:

� Dependent demand (DEPENDENTDEMAND)

A node-based key figure that adds up all the dependent demands at a location.

Defined at period, product, and location levels, the dependent demand aggregates

the dependent customer demand, dependent location demand, and dependent pro-

duction demand (the latter two are explained in subsequent sections):

Dependent demand = Dependent customer demand + Dependent location demand +

Dependent production demand

In our example, the distribution center only gets demand from customers; however,

a distribution center can fulfill other locations (dependent location demand) and

possibly could manufacture products (imagine kitting at distribution centers),

resulting in dependent production demand.

� Independent demand (INDEPENDENTDEMAND)

A node-based key figure representing demand available directly at the location-

product combination. This key figure will be added to the dependent demand in the

net demand calculation. It can be selected during the implementation to build a

solution without a customer dimension, which would imply modeling all demands

as independent.

� Stock on hand (INITIALINVENTORY)

A node-based stored key figure that stores the initial inventory available to fulfill

demand. This key figure is typically integrated with the operational system and pro-

vides all usable inventory.

� Inventory target (INVENTORYTARGET)

A node-based stored key figure that stores the inventory target considered for a spe-

cific product at a location. In a simple S&OP solution, this key figure can be main-

tained by users manually.

� Net demand (NETDEMAND)

A node-based key figure which defines the demand that needs to be satisfied for a

product at a given location in each period. The net demand is a key calculation in the

context of the S&OP heuristic. Net demands are one of the few key figures in the

heuristic that go beyond a time period. The calculation for the initial time period

(call it time period 1) is different from that for any other time period because there is
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no “previous” calculation to start from. Therefore, the definition of the initial time

period could look like the following:

Net demand (1) = Dependent demand (1) + Independent demand (1) + Inventory target

(1) – Stock on hand (1)

The definition of all later periods would then look like the following:

Net demand (t) = Dependent demand (t) + Independent demand (t) + Inventory target

(t) – Projected inventory (t-1)

The use of the projected inventory key figure in cases in which it takes a negative

value is covered in more detail in Section 4.8.5 during a discussion of carryforward

shortage behavior.

In the first period, the net demand uses the stock on hand as the inventory available.

As of the second period, and for all subsequent periods, the previously resulting

inventory will be used in calculations.

� Projected inventory (PROJECTEDINVENTORY)

A node-based key figure which reflects the inventory that will be available at a cer-

tain moment in the planning horizon at a location for a specific product. Just like the

net demand calculation, the projected inventory considers a lot of key figures and

lies at the core of the S&OP heuristic. The calculation of the projected inventory will

be covered once all the required key figures are introduced.

In the first period, the net demand calculation considers the complete target inventory.

In all later periods, depending on the parameterization of the heuristic (covered in Sec-

tion 4.8), only the difference between the target inventory in the current period and the

previous period will be used to ensure that no double counting occurs.

The projected inventory key figure can take positive and negative values. A positive

value implies there is remaining inventory at the end of the planning period. A nega-

tive value signifies there is a shortage in this period. The shortage in the heuristic is

always locally reflected in the location where it occurs.

Considering all the key figures in the sample network would result in Figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6  Net Demand at Distribution Center

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Dependent Demand Product - Location 70

Stock On Hand Product - Location 20

Inventory Target Product - Location 10 10 10

Projected Inventory Product - Location 20 20 XXX

Net Demand Product - Location 0 0 60
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In the example with only one customer for the distribution center, the dependent

demand is equal to the dependent customer demand. The stock on hand is only consid-

ered in the current period. The net demand calculation, in this case, considers the avail-

able inventory (20) when trying to fulfill the dependent demand (70), ensuring the

inventory target is met (10) and resulting in a net demand of 70 + 10 − 20.

The resulting net demand will be sourced using the sourcing rules applied for locations,

including location sourcing rules and production sourcing rules. Considering the dis-

tribution center doesn’t produce, the net demand will be propagated to the factory

using a 100% sourcing ratio on the location sourcing rule.

4.5.5    Location Sourcing

Location sourcing applies to locations with a location sourcing rule applied. Location

sourcing rules provide information about the sourcing ratio and the lead time to trans-

port products from one location to another.

In the sample network, as shown in Figure 4.7, location sourcing is a single-sourcing

model, in which all the distribution centers’ demand comes from the factory. It takes

two months for the factory to deliver the products to the distribution centers.

Figure 4.7  Location Sourcing Rules

Like the customer sourcing key figures, two arc-based key figures can be considered:

� Outbound location demand (DEPENDENTLOCATIONDEMAND)

The demand based on the date that required supply is to be received by the location.

This key figure is available on the period, product, location, and ship-from location

planning levels.

Outbound location demand = Net demand × Location sourcing ratio

� Dependent location demand (DEPENDENTLOCATIONDEMANDDS)

Reflects the corresponding key figure of the dependent location demand at the sup-

plying location, calculated back over the location sourcing lead time. This key figure

is available on the period, product, location, and ship-to location planning levels.

Dependent location demand = Outbound location demand offset over location sourc-

ing lead time

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Sourcing Ratio: 100%
Lead Time: 2 Months
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Although the planning level for the outbound customer demand is the same as that for

the dependent customer demand—that is, period, product, location, or customer—this

isn’t true for the outbound location demand key figure. Outbound location demand is

defined for a period, product, or location with its ship-from location, whereas the

dependent location demand is defined for a period, product, or location with its ship-to

location. This will have an impact on how the key figures can be viewed in a planning

view. It’s possible to visualize the dependent customer demand and its downstream

key figure easily in one planning view. For the location demand, the location isn’t con-

sistent. Therefore, you often need two separate planning views to visualize the depen-

dent location demand and the outbound location demand key figure.

In the sample network, the resulting dependent location demand key figures are

reflected in Figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8  Dependent Location Demand

With a lead time of two months, the dependent location demand of 60, which is the full

net demand in the distribution center for March, needs to be shipped from the factory

in January.

4.5.6    Production Sourcing

At the factory, the same net demand calculation will be performed as documented pre-

viously for the distribution center, as shown in Figure 4.9.

For the factory, the dependent demand is the sum of the dependent customer demand

(30 in February) and the dependent location demand (60 in January). Just like the net

demand calculation for the distribution center, the stock on hand and the inventory

target are considered to calculate the net demand.

The answer to the location sourcing, however, is different because the factory fulfills

the net demand via production sourcing rules. Production sourcing rules, as intro-

duced in Section 4.3.2, define which and how many specific components go into the

production of a finished product.

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Dependent Location 
Demand 

Product–Location –
Location To

60

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Outbound Location 
Demand

Product–Location From –
Location
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Figure 4.9  Net Demand at Factory

In the sample network, the product is considered produced based on one component.

This leads to the production sourcing rule shown in Figure 4.10.

Figure 4.10  Production Sourcing Rule

Although the proposed production provides the supply element for the net demand of

the finished product at the factory, per the production sourcing rule of type P, it creates

a dependent demand for the components. Production sourcing rules, just like cus-

tomer and location sourcing rules, have a main and a downstream key figure:

� Outbound production demand (DEPENDENTPRODUCTIONDEMAND)  

This key figure represents the dependent demand on the component and is defined

at the period, product, location, component, and source levels. In this case, the prod-

uct in the planning level refers to the finished product coming out of the product

transformation, whereas the component represents the raw material going into the

transformation, on which the dependent demand actually occurs. To define the

requirements on the components, both the production sourcing ratio and the com-

ponent coefficient need to be considered:

Outbound production demand = Net demand × Production sourcing ratio × Compo-

nent coefficient (quantity per)

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Dependent Demand Product–Location 3060

Stock on Hand Product–Location 15

Inventory Target Product–Location 00

Net Demand Product–Location 30

0

045

Factory

Customer

Distribution

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Sourcing Ratio: 100%

Qty Per: 2 pieces 

Lead Time: 0 Months
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� Dependent production demand (DEPENDENTPRODUCTIONDEMANDDS)  

This key figure represents the dependent demand on the component product level,

at which the component now is identified as product (not as a component), which

makes the finished product represented as product-to. Therefore, this key figure is

defined at the period, product-to, location, product, and source levels. In this key fig-

ure, the product refers to the raw material, whereas the product-to is used to identify

the finished product. The period for the dependent production demand is calculated

using the production lead time available in the production source record:

Dependent production demand = Outbound production demand offset over produc-

tion lead time

The dependent production demand number represents a dependent demand key fig-

ure for which the product is the raw material, thus adding up to the dependent demand

calculation of the raw material. Remember that the dependent demand is made of the

dependent production demand, dependent location demand, and dependent cus-

tomer demand, which shows that the raw materials that go into finished products also

can be distributed or sold directly.

In the sample network, this looks like Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11  Dependent Production Demand

Both the outbound production demand and the dependent production demand will

take the quantity per into consideration, resulting in a requirement on the raw material

of two times the net demand requirement.

Finally, for the components, the same net demand calculation will occur based on the

sum of all demands. This will result in a requirement that could be fulfilled further

upstream from a supplier. Suppliers can be modeled in SAP IBP just like other locations.

Assigning them location type V will result in external demand being populated at the

supplier level. In this example, we’ll directly assume a U-rule at the factory reflecting

that we aren’t interested in calculating requirements on the suppliers. This allows us to

start the supply propagation section from the requirements on components that are

being fulfilled externally.
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Net Demand Product–Location 45 30 0
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90 60 0

Dependent Production
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90 60 0
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4.5.7    Lot Sizes

Before closing the section on demand propagation, it’s important to provide more

background on the lot-sizing approach. Currently, in all the provided examples, we’ve

considered lot-for-lot planning. However, in many realistic business scenarios, there

are requirements to account for more advanced lot-sizing procedures. The S&OP heu-

ristic can account for the following scenarios:

� Lot-for-lot planning

� Periods of supply, as follows

– Static periods of supply

– Dynamic periods of supply

� Production cycle lot size

As noted, all examples thus far have been based on lot-for-lot planning, which is the

default behavior of the heuristic. Other cases will be covered in the remainder of this

section. Lot-size policies are applied both to the customer and location in production

sourcing rules.

Periods of Supply

Using periods of supply allows the heuristic to build up stock to cover demands over

the current period and a specified number of subsequent periods. The objective typi-

cally is to bundle transport requirements or production requirements to run in one

period for a volume covering multiple periods, rather than having a lower value every

period.

The number of subsequent periods can be specified in the key figure target subperiods

of supply, which will be considered by the heuristic on the period, product, and location

levels. Because it’s often required to consider partial subperiods, the number of subpe-

riods key figure can be used to specify the total. Imagine planning in weekly periods,

but with a requirement to cover the next 10 days. In such a case, partial periods must be

covered; for example, the number of subperiods key figure can be set to 7 for every

week (the number of days in a week), and the target subperiods of the supply key figure

can be set to 10. This will mean that the heuristic will consider the demand for the cur-

rent period and for 3/7 of the demand of the next period in the calculation of the net

demand for the current period.

Static periods of supply calculate the number of future periods that could be covered,

regardless of the value of the current period. Dynamic periods of supply do exactly the

same thing, with one difference: if the current period has no demand, the logic doesn’t

apply.

The example in Table 4.5 provides a comparison between lot-for-lot and static periods

of supply. In the case of lot-for-lot planning, every period will cover the demand in the
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current period with the corresponding supply elements. In the case of static periods of

supply, the calculation is based on the number of future periods to be considered.

Looking at Week A in the example, the net demand (40) is the sum of the net demand

for the current week (10) and the next two weeks because the target subperiod of sup-

ply is set to 14 (days), and there are 7 (days per week), so you add another 30 (10 for

Week B, 20 for Week C). To find the additional demand caused by the lot-sizing proce-

dure, the heuristic can write back the additional lot-sizing procedure demand key figure.

To switch on the periods of supply lot-sizing procedure, the LOTSIZEPOLICY attribute can

be set to the following:

� 0 for lot-for-lot

� 1 for static periods of supply

� 2 for dynamic periods of supply

Lot for Lot

Key Figure Planning Level Week A Week B Week C Week D

Dependent Demand Product–Location 10 20 10 20

Target Subperiods of 

Supply

Product–Location 0 0 0 0

Number of Subperiods Product–Location 0 0 0 0

Projected Stock Product–Location 0 0 0 0

Net Demand Product–Location 10 20 10 20

Total Receipts Product–Location 10 20 10 20

Static Periods of Supply

Key Figure Planning Level Week A Week B Week C Week D

Dependent Demand Product–Location 10 20 10 20

Target Subperiods of 

Supply

Product–Location 14 14 0 0

Number of Subperiods Product–Location 7 7 7 7

Projected Stock Product–Location 30 30 20 0

Net Demand Product–Location 10 + 20 + 

10 – 0 = 40

20 + 10 + 

20 – 30 = 20

10 – 30 < 

0 → 0

20 – 20 = 0

Total Receipts Product–Location 40 20 0 0

Table 4.5  Lot-Sizing Policies
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Periods of supply are often considered as an alternative to inventory targets. Although

the heuristic considers both separately, the periods of supply have an advantage in that

they consider the next period in their calculation. Therefore, if the demand drops sud-

denly, periods of supply won’t build up unnecessary inventory.

Production Cycle Lot Sizes

This lot-sizing procedure only applies to production sources of supply and defines how

often a product is produced. Specifying the time between different production runs for

a specific product allows the heuristic to ensure the amount produced is sufficient to

cover the demand until the next production cycle. After setting the LOTSIZEPOLICY attri-

bute on the product and location levels to 3, the PERIODSOFCOVERAGE attribute on the pro-

duction source can be used to specify the number of future periods.

For example, if a product is produced only every five weeks, in a heuristic running in

weekly periods, setting the PERIODSOFCOVERAGE attribute on the production source to 5
ensures that the heuristic covers the next five periods and thus produces enough prod-

uct to last until the next production run. To control the period in which the production

starts, you can use the first period of production key figure to indicate the start of the

production cycle of five weeks.

Parameters of Lot Sizing

Finally, these lot-sizing procedures all can be complemented by minimum lot sizes and

rounding values. Maximum lot sizes also can be defined, but they only apply to the

S&OP optimizer, so they’ll be covered in Chapter 5.

Minimum lot sizes and rounding values are defined in the sourcing rules and apply on

customer, location, and production sourcing levels. A minimum lot size ensures that

the demand for a certain period is, at a minimum, the quantity specified. Rounding

values force the heuristic to round the planned quantity to multiples of the value. For

example, a minimum lot size of 120 with a rounding value of 50 allows the heuristic to

plan for 0, 150, 200, 250, and so on in increments of 50.

This section on lot sizes closes our overview of demand propagation. In the next sec-

tion, we’ll cover how the heuristic propagates back supply as a confirmation of the

demand numbers.

4.6    Propagating Supply

In demand propagation, all the requirements throughout the supply network have

been propagated, resulting in the dependent demand and net demand calculations at

every level. In the sample network, this results in a net demand for the raw materials,

which will be fulfilled by the undefined sourcing rule, depicting the edge of the supply
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network. Supply propagation will start at this point and confirm all the relevant

demand items.

The default operation of the heuristic is a complete, unconstrained supply propaga-

tion. This implies that all demands will be confirmed in the quantity with which they

have been raised. With the S&OP heuristic defined as a decision support tool, it pro-

vides visibility to the planners on the plan but expects the planners to manually adjust

it if the plan proves not to be feasible. This differs from the operation of the S&OP opti-

mizer, via which demands will only be confirmed to the extent they support the opti-

mal plan.

Because providing a complete unconstrained plan at every level in the network might

prove difficult for planners in the real world to manage, a fair-share supply propagation

algorithm has been introduced. This fair-share supply propagation allows planners to

make adjustments at any level in the supply chain and have the supply propagation

logic carry them downstream to the customers. This will be covered in Section 4.8.

The remainder of this section will introduce, just as we did for demand propagation,

the various elements the supply propagation process goes through, starting from

external receipts from suppliers and moving through production supply elements

both on components and finished products. Next, the transport elements and cus-

tomer demand elements will be confirmed. We’ll close the chapter with a short over-

view of minimum and adjusted key figures to alter or manually overwrite the behavior

of the heuristic.

4.6.1    External Receipts

The demand propagation ends when the raw material demand has been raised against

the undefined production rule, marking the edge of the supply network. This is where

supply propagation starts, providing external receipts for those demands.

Fulfilling the dependent demand on the raw materials in the simple network example

in this chapter is performed via the undefined production rule. This will result in exter-

nal receipts and will thus close the demand propagation process, closing the network.

External receipts (RECEIPT) correspond to a U-rule, defined at the period, product, and

location levels. External receipts indicate the edge of the supply network. The calcula-

tion is as follows:

External receipts = Net demand × Production sourcing ratio with source type U

External receipts represent the incoming supply from the edge of the supply network.

This can be considered the start of the supply fulfillment of all the demands that have

been propagated. Often, these external receipts are where the supplier gets their prod-

ucts from, which is outside the scope of typical planning processes. See Figure 4.12 for

an example.
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Figure 4.12  External Receipts

In the sample network used so far, the raw materials aren’t planned from a supplier but

are considered to be received via a U-rule. In this case, they enter the network in the

external receipts key figure. Considering there was no inventory nor any planned

receipts, Figure 4.12 shows the net demand on the components. This demand is being

fulfilled by the external receipts. Note that though the component is the product of

record, the planning level for the external demand is still period–product–location.

4.6.2    Production Component

With the external receipts providing the raw materials, the dependent production

demand (and dependent production demand) key figures can be fulfilled. Their fulfill-

ment counterparts are as follows:

� Component supply (PRODUCTIONCOMPONENTDS)

This is the arc-based key figure that fulfills the requirements at the product (which is

a component), location, source, and product-to (which is the finished product) levels:

Component supply = Dependent production demand

� Component usage (PRODUCTIONCOMPONENT)

This is the arc-based key figure that’s the complement of the dependent production

demand key figure; it’s defined at the product (which is the finished product), loca-

tion, source, and component levels:

Component usage = Outbound production demand

This can be visualized as shown in Figure 4.13.

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Dependent Production
Demand 

Product to–Location –
Product – Source ID 

90 60 0

Dependent Demand Product–Location 90 60 0

Net Demand Product–Location 90 60 0

External Receipts Product–Location 90 60 0

Product as Finished Product:

Product as Component:

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Net Demand Product–Location 45 30 0

Outbound Production
Demand

Product–Location –
Component – Source ID 

90 60 0
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Figure 4.13  Component Receipt/Supply

Because the heuristic in its base operations is unconstrained at every step, the main

operations of the heuristic results in the supply propagation legs (e.g., component

receipt/supply) always being equal to the demand propagation legs (e.g., outbound

production demand/dependent production demand). The exception to this process is

the fair-share supply propagation, which will be covered in Section 4.8.

4.6.3    Production Receipts

After the external receipts provide the input products for the production process, the

requirements of the finished product now can be confirmed. This is done via the pro-

duction receipts (PRODUCTION) key figure, a node-based key figure computed by the heu-

ristic at the product-location-source ID level. In a situation in which the product is

production-relevant, the heuristic computes a proposed production plan using net

demands and the production sourcing ratio, as follows:

Production receipts = Net demand × Production sourcing ratio with source type P

Production receipts were shown in the calculation scheme in Figure 4.13 earlier.

4.6.4    Transport Receipts

From the proposed production key figure, which confirms the receipt of the supply of

the finished product, the next step to be fulfilled is the transport receipts. In the base-

line work of the S&OP heuristic, the following transport key figures will be equal to the

dependent location demands:

� Transport supply (TRANSPORTDS)

This key figure represents the confirmation leg of the dependent location demand

key figure on the same planning level as the dependent location demand, which is

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Component Supply Product to–Location –
Product – Source ID 

90 60 0

External Receipts Product–Location 90 60 0

Product as Finished Product:

Product as Component:

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Net Demand Product–Location 45 30 0

Production Receipts Product–Location –
Source

45 30 0

Component Usage Product–Location –
Component – Source ID 

90 60 0
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the product, location, and ship-to location. In the example, the transport supply is

based on the sending date basis of the factory.

� Transport receipts (TRANSPORT)

Similarly, transport receipts align with the outbound location demand key figure,

both at the planning level and on a date basis.

This can be visualized as shown in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14  Transport Receipts and Supply

4.6.5    Constrained Demand

The constrained demand, though still an unconstrained key figure in the context of the

S&OP heuristic, is the final step in the supply propagation logic. The key figures in-

volved in this step are as follows:

� Customer supply (CONSTRAINEDDEMANDDS)   

This key figure corresponds to the dependent customer demand as its confirmation

leg and will be equal to the baseline setup in the context of the S&OP heuristic.

� Customer receipts (CONSTRAINEDDEMAND)  

Similarly, customer receipts refer to the outbound customer demand.

This can be visualized as shown in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15  Customer Supply and Receipts

Factory

Distribution

Customer

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Transport Supply Product–Ship-to
location – Location

60

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Transport Receipts Product–Ship-from 
location – Location

60

Factory

Distribution

Customer
Planning LevelKey Figure Jan Feb Mar

Customer
Receipts

Product–Location – 70

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb

Customer
Receipts 

Product–Location –
Customer

Planning Level Jan Feb Mar

Product–Location –

Key Figure

Customer 
Supply Customer

70

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb

Mar

Mar

Customer
Supply

Product–Location –
Customer

30

30

Customer
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In the running example, we’ve modeled the requirements in such a way that they’re

nicely outside of the lead times. In practice, however, there could be changing require-

ments in the short term, which might result in shortages. With the heuristic being an

unconstrained planning engine, in which the customer receipts and supply are equal to

the dependent customer demands, the shortage isn’t propagated downstream. In other

words, if there isn’t enough supply to fulfill the dependent demands at the distribution

center or the factory, this will result in a negative projected inventory. In general, a key

figure will be created to represent this as a shortage, ensuring that planners understand

the implications well. This completes the overview of the baseline key figures in the

normal heuristic operation.

4.6.6    Minimum and Adjusted Key Figures

SAP Integrated Business Planning for sales and operations accepts planning elements

from external systems. This is quite useful, particularly because SAP Integrated Busi-

ness Planning for sales and operations isn’t a detailed operational tool and therefore

doesn’t generate the planning elements such as purchase orders, stock transfer orders,

or production orders. However, it generates the period-based quantities that provide

guidance to other operational systems, enabling them to generate detailed order ele-

ments.

SAP Integrated Business Planning for sales and operations accepts several minimum

key figures that can store the confirmed supply data, such as firm production orders,

purchase orders, and transport orders. Typically, those key figures come from the

external operational planning environment, such as SAP S/4HANA. These values can

be modeled as minimum key figures. Minimum key figures provide a lower bound to

the heuristic planning algorithm such that the heuristic planning operator can then

plan receipt elements higher than minimum key figures, but not lower. Further, such

minimum key figures can be allowed to be manually editable and therefore provide a

good opportunity for what-if and scenario analysis.

The minimum key figures available in the standard operation of the heuristic are as fol-

lows:

� Minimum customer receipts (MINCONSTRAINEDDEMAND)

� Minimum customer supply (MINCONSTRAINEDDEMANDDS)

� Minimum transport receipts (MINTRANSPORT)

� Minimum transport supply (MINTRANSPORTDS)

� Minimum production receipts (MINPRODUCTION)

For minimum key figures, the heuristic adopts the following approach:

� The initial (i.e., NULL) value for minimum key figures doesn’t impact the heuristic in

any way.
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� The noninitial value of a key figure is compared to the planned receipts calculated by

the system. If the minimum key figure is less than the required planned receipts,

then planned receipts prevail and the heuristic writes them as output. However, if

the minimum key figure value is greater than the planned receipts, then the mini-

mum quantity prevails.

The minimum transport key figures behave differently from the minimum customer

key figures. If you enter a value for the minimum customer receipt key figure, it will

automatically adjust the minimum customer supply key figure by considering the cus-

tomer lead time. This same logic doesn’t apply to minimum transport receipts and sup-

ply, for which the system expects to receive both key figures as an input from the

operational planning system. The rationale behind this difference in behavior can be

found in the relative information available. For internal stock transfers or purchasing

activities, reflected in the transport key figures, it’s assumed that the organization has

perfect visibility into both start and end dates for the transfer. For shipments to cus-

tomers, however, this information often isn’t considered readily available, so the sys-

tem calculates the corresponding key figure using the stored lead time.

Analogous to minimum key figures are adjusted key figures in that they can be used to

influence the heuristic based on external planning elements. However, adjusted key

figures differ from minimum key figures in that they provide an absolute value to be

adopted as opposed to the lower bound that minimum key figures provide. This prop-

erty of adjusted key figures makes them useful in capturing activities taking place

within the transport horizon or production horizon.

The adjusted key figures available in the operation of the heuristic are as follows:

� Adjusted outbound customer demand (ADJDEPENDENTCUSTOMERDEMAND)

� Adjusted dependent customer demand (ADJDEPENDENTCUSTOMERDEMANDDS)

� Adjusted customer receipts (ADJUSTEDCONSTRAINEDDEMAND)

� Adjusted customer supply (ADJUSTEDCONSTRAINEDDEMANDDS)

� Adjusted demand (ADJUSTEDDEMAND)

� Adjusted production interactive (ADJUSTEDPRODUCTIONRECEIPT)

� Adjusted external receipts (ADJUSTEDRECEIPT)

� Adjusted transport receipts (ADJUSTEDTRANSPORT)

� Adjusted transport supply (ADJUSTEDTRANSPORTDS)

� Inventory correction (INVENTORYCORRECTION)

The heuristic considers the adjusted key figures to have a higher priority than the min-

imum key figures. Therefore, if there is an adjusted key figure, the heuristic will always

adhere to it whether there’s a minimum key figure or not. If there is no adjusted key fig-

ure, it will use the minimum key figure. If there is neither, then the heuristic will

resume normal operation.
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In the case of the usage of subnetworks, generally the same key figures can be used to

adjust the receipt elements. For example, the use of adjusted transport receipts works

just fine, including between planning units. However, to allow maximum flexibility,

there are two other key figures that come into play. When we explained the concept of

subnetworks in Section 4.3.4, we mentioned that subnetworks allow planning for only

part of the network. Consequently, if there are interactions between subnetworks, two

pairs of extra key figures can be used to allow planners to overwrite the inputs from the

other subnetworks:

� Inter-subnetwork-dependent location demand (IPUDEPENDENTLOCATIONDEMANDDS)

This key figure models an override of the dependent location demand, looking at it

from the perspective of components; it allows the components planner to simulate

numbers different from the actual demand of the respective business units.

� Inter-subnetworks transport receipts (IPUTRANSPORT)

This key figure models an override of the confirmed transport, which the business

unit would get from the components planning unit. This allows the planner of the

business unit to simulate numbers different from the quantities confirmed by the

component’s subnetwork.

� Inter-subnetwork production component supply (IPUPRODUCTIONCOMPONENTDS)

This key figure, similar to the inter-subnetwork transport key figure, represents the

production component supply when a BOM encompasses a subnetwork.

� Inter-subnetwork production receipts (IPUPRODUCTION)

This key figure is the natural counterpart of the inter-subnetwork production com-

ponent supply key figure, representing the supply of the finished product when a

BOM encompasses subnetworks.

Note that the Compute Expected Supply parameter of the heuristic, which is men-

tioned in Section 4.8.8, has an altering impact on the operation mentioned.

4.7    Rough-Cut Capacity Planning

In Section 4.6 on supply propagation, we pointed to the unconstrained behavior of the

heuristic, showing that, in most cases, the supply confirmation is equal to the propa-

gated demand. Although the heuristic is unconstrained in nature, it’s possible to lever-

age the rough-cut capacity planning functionality. The heuristic, as a decision support

algorithm, won’t reduce the available production quantities to fit the capacities, nor

will it make a judgment on whether to obtain product from different sources. Instead,

it will provide an opportunity to highlight the key exception areas and therefore enable

planners to choose the correct course of action based on their business needs. A plan-

ner will use the adjustment key figures described in the previous section to reduce the

plan accordingly.
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As a prerequisite to model rough-cut capacity planning, resources will have to be mod-

eled in the supply network. SAP IBP supports three types of resources, which will be

covered in the next sections. After covering the resource types, we’ll give an overview

of the key figures that the heuristic will populate to support the rough-cut capacity

planning process.

4.7.1    Production Resources

Production resources are used to manage capacities as they relate to the actual produc-

tion process. The actual production process constitutes producing new products based

on a BOM, thus consuming the components in that BOM. In this case, as we covered in

Section 4.3, a production source is defined. Consequently, the capacity utilization is

defined on the level of the production source and the production resource.

Production resources are typically defined with type P in the Resource Type field of the

resource master data type, and they require the following additional master data types

to be defined:

� Resource location, as a compound master data type, combining the location and

resource. Here you define the available capacity, which can be modeled either in the

master data type or as a time series.

� Production source resource, as a compound master data type, combining the pro-

duction source and the resource. At this level, the capacity consumption can be

defined, either as a number in the master data type or as a time series.

Modeling this set of master data types allows for calculating the capacity load that the

production process will put on the production resources.

It’s very common for most organizations to model only critical resources in the SAP

IBP solution, as the solution isn’t meant to perform detailed production planning and

scheduling. Often, a complete facility or production line can be modeled for one

resource, measuring the throughput in a planning bucket (e.g., week or month)

through this resource.

4.7.2    Handling and Storage Resources

Handling resources allow modeling capacity utilization for resources that don’t per-

form product transformation. In this case, there is no BOM, and the capacity load is cal-

culated by products merely passing this node in the network. An example of a handling

resource is the throughput through a distribution center with a constrained goods

receipt process or a port where the handling capacity is limited to a specific time

bucket. Any location products flow through and which are limited in capacity without

performing an actual production process are good candidates for modeling via han-

dling resources.
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Because handling resources don’t use a production source, the master data model is

slightly different. Just like production resources, the resource is typically defined with

its type, H for handing resources, and the resource location for modeling the available

capacity. The extra master data type to model the capacity consumption is handled via

a compound master data type of product, location, and resource.

4.7.3    Capacity Key Figures

As mentioned, while defining master data types for resources, the available capacity

and the capacity consumption both can be defined either in the master data types or as

key figures by setting the master data time series attribute flag to X. This enables the

following key figures:

� Capacity supply (CAPASUPPLY)

This is a stored key figure defined at the location-resource level, without a pre-

defined unit of measure.

� Capacity consumption 

The key figure for the consumption rate depends on the type of resource:

– Capacity consumption rate (CAPACONSUMPTION) is used for handling and storage

resources and is a stored key figure at the product, location, and resource levels.

It’s expressed in the same units as the capacity supply.

– Capacity consumption rate of production resource (PCAPACONSUMPTION) is used for

production resources, so it’s a stored key figure defined on the resource-produc-

tion source level.

The heuristic will use the available capacity and the capacity consumption to deter-

mine the demand and usage of the key figures. The capacity demand is defined as

the capacity required to fulfill the complete net demand; the capacity utilization is

the resulting capacity from what’s been received/produced. In the heuristic, an

unconstrained algorithm, the two are typically the same.

� Capacity demand (CAPADEMAND/PCAPADEMAND)

For storage and handling resources, this is defined as a stored key figure on a product-

location-resource level, calculated as the multiplication of net demand with the

capacity consumption rate.

For production resources, it’s defined as a stored key figure on the resource and pro-

duction source levels, calculated as the multiplication of the net demand on a specific

production source with the capacity consumption rate of the production resource.

� Capacity usage (CAPAUSAGE/PCAPAUSAGE)

For storage and handling resources, this is defined as a stored key figure on a product-

location-resource level, calculated by multiplying the total receipts by the capacity

consumption rate.
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For production resources, it’s defined as a stored key figure on the production

source and resource levels, calculated by multiplying the production receipts by the

capacity consumption rate of the production resource.

In most implementations, though not a real output key figure of the heuristic, the

resource utilizations are calculated. The capacity utilization (UTILIZATIONPCT) key figure

is calculated as the capacity usage divided by the total capacity of the resource. This

implies that the calculation results in a key figure on the production source and

resource levels for production resources, as well as on the product, location, and

resource levels for handling and storage resources.

Because the heuristic is an unconstrained algorithm, it won’t constrain the plan based

on the resources. It’s very common to use either custom alerts, which will be covered in

Chapter 7, Section 7.2, or key figure alerts. Key figure alerts, as described in Chapter 2,

are typically defined based on loading capacities above 100%. More flexibility can be

obtained via comparison with a threshold key figure, which can be defined. This means

that the planner will have to perform manual rough-cut capacity planning using the

adjustment key figures available. In practice, two key figures can be used for manually

adjusting the plan based on the capacity consumption overloads:

� For handling and storage, adjusted receipts can be used to adjust the receipts into the

node.

� For production resources, adjusted production can be used to reduce the amount

which is produced.

The S&OP optimizer, which will be covered in Chapter 5, will automate this process by

considering the capacities as a hard constraint.

4.8    Parameters of the Heuristic

The heuristic comes with a set of parameters to more finely control the exact calcula-

tions. In this section, those parameters will be covered together with the altering

behavior they produce on the previously explained calculation model. The parameters

are set in the configuration of the heuristic, which has been drastically simplified since

SAP IBP release 1802, as shown in Figure 4.16.

The remainder of this section will guide you through the different settings to be made

for the heuristic.
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Figure 4.16  Heuristic Configuration

4.8.1    Processing Mode

The heuristic can be set up to run interactively in the planning view, in batch mode, or

both. If the interactive run is allowed, the heuristic operator setup will become avail-

able in the Simulate dropdown in the data input pane of the SAP Integrated Business

Planning, add-in for Microsoft Excel, as shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17  Interactive Planning Operators

Running the heuristic interactively brings tremendous added value as the Excel work-

book you’re working in becomes a simulation version. The numbers in all the sheets will

be updated per the latest results of the heuristic run, but they’re not saved back to the

SAP HANA database yet. As a planner, this means you can simulate the plan, making

adjustments in the adjustment key figures until you’re satisfied, and only save the

results back once.

Batch mode allows operators to be included in background runs. It’s considered a good

practice to run the planning operators at least daily, ensuring all planners are looking

at the most recent version of the plan, whether or not the supply planner ran and saved

his simulation runs.

4.8.2    Heuristic Type

In the previous sections of this chapter, we covered the infinite heuristic without short-

ages extensively, but it has traditionally been very challenging for users of this heuris-

tic to construct a feasible plan. The heuristic following the calculation scheme treats

shortages as negative projected inventory in the location. This means that the next

step in the supply propagation process isn’t impacted if a shortage occurs.
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For example, imagine a shortage of raw materials not allowing a certain production to

be performed. In this case, the heuristic will generate a negative projected inventory for

the production facility on the component but still consider the next step in the supply

propagation, the production process itself, as feasible. This means that to deliver a fea-

sible plan, the planner should leverage the adjusting key figures at every step in the

network. In the case of a shortage of the raw material, this means production needs to

be adjusted and, consequently, the transport supply and receipts, as well as the cus-

tomer supply and receipts.

Fair-share supply propagation makes this process significantly more practical by pro-

viding a rule-based logic in which only available supply will be propagated down-

stream. Because this often requires the heuristic to make decisions in case the demand

needs to be split over different origins of the demand, a fair-share approach will be

taken, as the name suggests. In practice, the fair-share supply propagation leverages a

set of fixed rules, which are listed here in order of in decreasing priority as follows:

1. Adjusted key figures and minimum key figures will always be fulfilled, even if there

is no supply (i.e., the projected inventory will still go negative in this case).

2. Inventory correction is an adjustment to the inventory, which will be considered in

all cases.

3. Independent demand provides the opportunity to enter a demand signal, added to

the dependent demand, at the product location level.

4. Dependent customer demand will be the lowest level of priority considered by the

fair-share supply propagation logic.

With fair-share supply propagation, there are restrictions on other parameters, which

will be covered in this section:

� Carry-over of negative inventory isn’t supported.

� Periods of coverage aren’t supported.

Finally, it’s important to note that the fair-share supply propagation logic should be

tested carefully in business scenarios in which it will be applied because it can drive

suboptimal supply plans. In an effort to ease the workload of the planner in propagat-

ing constraints throughout the network, the fair-share supply propagation heuristic is

still a rule-based algorithm and can’t be considered a constraint planning algorithm

such as the supply S&OP optimizer or the priority-based finite heuristic (covered in

Chapter 5).

Time-Series-Based Supply Propagation Heuristic

As of SAP IBP for Supply Chain 2005, the time-series-based supply propagation heuris-

tic is no longer available for organizations on newly installed SAP IBP systems. If your

organization is upgrading to 2005 but already used the supply propagation heuristic in

previous releases, you can continue using it.
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4.8.3    Planning Level of the Heuristic

In Chapter 2, the time profile and the corresponding planning granularity were intro-

duced. When running the heuristic, it’s possible to select a planning granularity that

allows you to specify at which level the heuristic should run. For example, if the time

profile contains technical weeks, calendar weeks, months, and quarters, then it’s possi-

ble to select the granularity Months in the heuristic, meaning the following is true:

� The heuristic will run in monthly buckets, meaning all the input key figures to the

heuristic are aggregated up to months.

� The heuristic will provide the output key figures on a monthly level, and the figures

consequently are disaggregated down to technical weeks per the disaggregation

rules.

� The lead times for the heuristic are considered at the monthly level.

The Planning Level of the Heuristic setting is used to set the granularity, and the value

should be equal to the level determined in the time profile (see Chapter 2, Section 2.2.5,

for a detailed explanation of how the planning level can be determined). If the parame-

ter isn’t set, the base planning level of the stored input key figure for the heuristic will

be used.

If aggregation and disaggregation along the time levels are used in the heuristic—in

other words, if a level is selected that isn’t the base planning level—then there is a

parameter that controls whether all time periods at the start or at the end of the plan-

ning horizon should be used. For example, if you run the planning operator in months

but don’t select all the weeks of the beginning or ending month, the algorithm will

complete the planning horizon to include all weeks for the starting and ending month.

This is required for the selection of the planning in the execution user interface to be in

technical weeks, which makes it easy for users to select only partial months. This

parameter can be set using the Including Full Planning Periods flag.

4.8.4    Quota Check Parameters

In Section 4.3.2, we covered establishing the sourcing rules of the supply network. We

noted that in a consistent supply network, the sources of supply add up to 100%. When

the planner runs the S&OP heuristic, as a first step, the system will check if this require-

ment is met. In the standard operation, without any parameter, the heuristic would fail

upon the first inconsistency and not provide any results. Using the right settings, how-

ever, it’s possible to alter this behavior to avoid a full failure. There are three key miti-

gation methods, which will be covered in this section:

� Allow for small deviations.

� Provide a ratio check policy.

� Normalize the ratios.
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Allowed Quota Deviation

In many cases, the sourcing ratio split can be a calculated key figure. For example,

imagine that the consensus demand produced by the demand planning process

already contains the location, on top of the customer and product dimensions, and the

planners want the heuristic to still start from the consensus demand, ensuring the sup-

ply propagation ends up at the customer level. In such cases, the customer sourcing

ratio can be calculated, which might result in small deviations from 100% when adding

the ratios back up for a customer product.

To make sure the heuristic doesn’t fail upon such small deviations, the Allowed Quota

Deviation setting can be used. If this parameter is set to, for example, 0.01, this would

mean the heuristic would consider all sourcing ratios acceptable between 99% and

101%. Note that if the ratio doesn’t add up to exactly 100%, neither will the resulting

customer demand or net demand. For example, if you use a parameter as mentioned of

0.01, and the sourcing ratio adds up to 99%, in a case of a demand of 200, the heuristic

will only source 198 (200 × 0.99). The ratio will be applied as is.

Ratio Check Policy

You can select whether the system issues an error or a warning upon failing a ratio

check. This can be done via the Check Quotas setting and using the radio buttons to

select either of the following:

� Stop with Error 

Issue an error and stop the operation of the heuristic.

� Warning 

Issue a warning and complete the calculations of the heuristic.

Although it’s often considered pragmatic to use the Warning setting, note that if the

ratio check policy is switched off or set to Warning, the demands won’t add up to 100%.

It will use the ratios as is. Therefore, if the parameter is set to Warning, it’s of the utmost

importance to follow up on the warnings daily. In a productive environment, it’s best

to use the Stop with Error setting, ensuring consistency issues in the network are high-

lighted immediately and corrective action can be taken.

There is a special case for the ratio policy check, which applies if the sourcing ratios add

up to zero. In such a case, the normal operation of the heuristic doesn’t generate a

warning or error, even if the parameter is correctly set. This stems from the fact that the

original heuristic didn’t have advanced policy checking, and a zero sourcing quota

would just depict the end of the network the user was willing to propagate to. To ensure

full consistency, it’s possible to set the Include Zeros in Quota Check checkbox, making

sure zero sourcing ratio entries will follow the same rules as other incomplete sourcing

ratios.
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Normalization of Sourcing Ratios

Both parameters covered so far help users in establishing what should happen if the

sourcing ratios don’t add up to 1. However, neither of the two options corrects the

issue, and in all cases, if the heuristic operates, it won’t source the demand to 100%.

Normalizing the sourcing ratios allows users to ensure the sourcing ratios always add

up to 100%. If the original values don’t add up to 100%, the Normalize Quotas drop-

down can be used, set to one of the following values:

� Equal 

This will make sure the planning algorithm calculates the sourcing ratios by giving

equal weight to all options. For example, four sources of supply for a customer

sourcing rule will give each of the sources 25%, independent of their prior value.

� Proportional 

This will consider the prior value. For example, if there are two sources of a supply

for a customer with values of 40% and 20%, the new sourcing ratios will become

66.67% and 33.33%.

Be aware that if either of these parameter values is adopted, the heuristic won’t con-

sider the quotas originally entered by the planner (if they don’t add up to 100%). In

addition, note that the heuristic won’t overwrite the old values with the newly calcu-

lated ones; it will use them at runtime but not write them back to the database. Because

of this behavior, we advise you not to use this parameter in a productive environment.

Like the check policy parameter, sourcing rules adding up to 0% are considered a spe-

cial case. To also normalize the zero value cases, the Include Zeros in Quota Check

parameter can be set. If zeros are included, this means that for a case in which there are

two customer sourcing ratios of 20% and 0%, respectively, in the case of equal split, the

heuristic will calculate 50% each. Including zeros is the default value. If you want to

ensure that zero value sourcing rules are kept out of the logic, the flag should not be set.

This will, in our example, result in the heuristic calculating with 100% and 0%, respec-

tively.

This section covered various ways of overruling the sourcing checks in the heuristic.

However, having a consistent supply network in which all the sourcing rules add up to

100% is a critical part of supply network design and a prerequisite of any consistent

supply network planning solution. Therefore, the options for not using the check can

be useful during the build of the initial solution, but they shouldn’t be relied on as a

long-term solution. We strongly advise only leveraging the allowed ratio deviation as a

small number to correct for rounding errors (e.g., 0.001) and using the Error setting in

the ratio check policy.
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4.8.5    Carryforward Negative Projected Inventory

In the operation of the heuristic, it’s possible that the projected inventory shows nega-

tive. This means that if for some reason it’s impossible for the heuristic to fulfill all

demands in a particular bucket, the projected inventory shows negative. This could be

the case, for example, if there’s no shipment in transit, and the lead time is greater than

1. Other examples imply the usage of adjusted receipts, adjusted transport, or adjusted

production to force the receipt elements, making it impossible for the heuristic to ful-

fill the demands.

In the traditional launch of the S&OP heuristic, the calculation schema started from a

lost sales paradigm. This implies that when the demand in a specific planning bucket

isn’t consumed, it’s lost. In other words, the negative projected inventory wasn’t car-

ried forward, as illustrated in Table 4.6, in which the net demand in February doesn’t

consider the fact that January closed with a shortage of 50.

Setting the Carry Over Negative Projected Inventory checkbox makes it possible to

adjust this behavior, ensuring that the demand from January isn’t lost. In Table 4.7, you

can see that the net demand for February now adds up to 70 by adding the 50 carried

forward from January to the 20 for dependent demand in February. This means that at

the end of February, there is still a shortage of 10, which is consequently carried forward

to March.

Traditional Behavior

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb

Dependent Demand Product–Location 50 20

Net Demand Product–Location 50 20

Projected Inventory Product–Location -50 40

Adjusted Transport Receipts Product–Location 0 60

Table 4.6  Not Carrying Forward Projected Inventory

Carryforward Project Inventory

Key Figure Planning Level Jan Feb

Dependent Demand Product–Location 50 20

Net Demand Product–Location 50 70

Projected Inventory Product–Location -50 -10

Adjusted Transport Receipts Product–Location 0 60

Table 4.7  Interactive Planning Operators
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4.8.6    Balanced Receipts

In Section 4.5 on demand propagation, we covered the fact that the heuristic generally

starts with the consensus demand and sources it to a location. From that location, the

source of supply is based on the production sourcing or location sourcing rules. On

determining which location or production sourcing rule is applied, the heuristic relies

on the quota (sourcing ratios).

However, if the heuristic were to use a strict approach to demand propagation sourcing

ratios, when coupled with externally planned receipt elements such as firm purchase

orders, transport orders, or production orders, it could lead to suboptimal supply plan-

ning and result in unnecessary excesses or shortages in the network. For example, con-

sider the sample network shown in Figure 4.18. At a factory, a certain part is supplied by

two suppliers, Supplier 1 and Supplier 2. The quotas for Supplier 1 and Supplier 2 are 0%

and 100%, respectively. There is no lead time for the product to move from suppliers to

a factory.

Figure 4.18  Balanced Receipts Turned Off

In the month of January, there is a demand for 150 units at the factory. However, there

is a firm incoming receipt of 100 units from Supplier 1, represented as a firm purchase

order. This firm purchase order will be implemented either as an adjusted transport

receipt or a minimum transport receipt. However, because of the quota of 100%, the

heuristic strictly plans all 150 units of demand to be procurable from Supplier 2. This

results in 250 units incoming at the factory—that is, 150 units of planned transports

and 100 units of firm purchase orders. After satisfying the original net demands of 100

units, the factory still has an excess of 100 units at the end of the month of January.

Such suboptimal planning situations get even worse when we have additional factors

in supply planning, such as the following:

� Different lead times across multiple suppliers

� Carryforward of shortages in planning where shortages from a previous planning

period are added to the net demands of future planning periods

Supplier 2Supplier 1

Factory

Key Figure Planning Level Jan

Net Demand Product–Location 150

Total Receipts Product–Location 250

Total Supply Product–Location 150

Projected Inventory Product–Location 100

Key Figure Planning Level Jan

Adjusted Transport
Receipt

Product–Ship-From Loc –
Location

100
Key Figure Planning Level Jan

Transport
Receipts

Product–Ship-From Loc –
Location

150

100%0%
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A balanced receipt policy of a heuristic-based planning method helps avoid such

excesses or shortages in the planning situation. This policy is activated by setting the

Balance Receipts heuristic checkbox.

As soon as the balanced receipt parameter is activated, the heuristic treats the sourcing

ratio as a pseudo-hard constraint, allowing for flexible replenishment plans. For exam-

ple, Figure 4.19 shows a planning situation in which the balanced receipt policy is at

work. Instead of propagating demands for 150 units to Supplier 2, the heuristic

accounts for firm incoming receipts and propagates the remainder of the demand, 50

units, to Supplier 2 instead. This avoids an excess inventory situation at a factory loca-

tion toward the end of January.

Figure 4.19  Balanced Receipts Calculation

When considering the balanced receipt functionality for an implementation, the fol-

lowing considerations can be important:

� The concept of balanced receipt is relevant for all different combinations of sources

of supply. That is, in the example, we used the transport source of supply, but it’s

possible to apply the policy across production and external sources of supply too.

� Balanced receipt can be used for customer sources.

� One undesired side effect of balanced receipts is that when demands can’t be satis-

fied by active sources of supply, the heuristic violates the quota rule and tries to sat-

isfy demands from inactive sources of supply. That is, it propagates demands to

sources even when they are set to 0% of the sourcing ratio. This situation can be

avoided by setting up the scope for balanced receipts. The following attributes are

relevant to set the balanced receipt scope:

– CBALANCERECEIPTSCOPE for source customer

– TBALANCERECEIPTSCOPE for source location

– PBALANCERECEIPTSCOPE for source production

As soon as the value of these attributes is set to 1, corresponding sources don’t partici-

pate in receipt balancing. If the attribute is set to 0, or not assigned, the sources do par-

ticipate in receipt balancing.

Supplier 2Supplier 1

Factory

Key Figure Planning Level Jan

Net Demand Product–Location 150

Total Receipts Product–Location 150

Total Supply Product–Location 150

Projected Inventory Product–Location 0

Key Figure Planning Level Jan

Adjusted Transport
Receipt

Product–Ship-From Loc –
Location

100
Key Figure Planning Level Jan

Transport
Receipts

Product–Ship-From Loc –
Location

50

100%0%
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The fact that receipt balancing flexes the sourcing ratio rules, although useful in many

planning situations, can be undesirable in certain business arrangements. For exam-

ple, certain supplier contracts are forged in such a way that a manufacturing firm is

contractually obligated to procure a certain percentage of demand from suppliers for a

given period. The fact that another supplier has excess is irrelevant in such a context.

This might mean treating sourcing ratios as a strict method of demand propagation at

the cost of excesses. Another way to handle such a situation can be to model alerts that

constantly track the percentage of procured parts over a considerable period, such as a

quarter or year, and provide planners the ability to change the course of action accord-

ingly.

4.8.7    Initialize Lead Time Horizon

In the standard behavior, when running the heuristic, the algorithm starts by clearing

all the key figures out of the planning horizon specified. This means all the key figures

the heuristic writes as an output will be initialized. The exception to this behavior is the

transport receipt and supply key figures, which aren’t initialized during the lead time

horizon. In practice, this means the heuristic expects the previous cycle planning run

still to be relevant with respect to the current cycle. For example, if the heuristic plans

in weekly buckets, and in the previous week, it planned to receive 100 units in a distri-

bution shipped from a factory (say, with a one-week lead time), it expects in the current

week that those 100 units will arrive.

In general, it’s good practice to integrate the open stock transfer orders from the execu-

tion system. This means that the minimum transport receipt key figure can be used to

model the open stock transfer orders, which are in transit. Inside the lead time, the

minimum transport receipt would act as an adjustment, overriding the transport

receipt key figure. Outside of the lead time, it would act as a minimum.

However, if it’s impossible to integrate the open stock transfer orders for some reason,

there are two behaviors that can be modeled. The default behavior of the heuristic is to

consider the transport receipt key figure within the lead time, as previously planned. In

other words, the heuristic doesn’t initialize the transport receipt key figure and expects

the plan to have been executed. The alternative is setting the Initialize Lead-Time Hori-

zon of Transports parameter, which will wipe out the numbers from the transport

receipt within the planning horizon selected. Because it’s impossible for the heuristic

to plan a new transport supply within the lead time, there will be no receipts within the

lead time (and shortages may accumulate, which will be reflected as negative projected

inventory).

The parameter we just discussed works for location sourcing rules, and the Initialize

Lead-Time Horizon for Customer Receipts parameter can be set for customer sourcing

rules. Doing so will serve to initialize the customer supply and receipt key figures

within the customer’s lead time.
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4.8.8    Compute Expected Supply

Using the Compute Expected Supply parameter can influence planning with subnet-

works. In Section 4.3.4, we covered how subnetworks allow for separating the planning

network into smaller units, to distinguish, for example, between business units of dif-

ferent geographical locations that need to be planned independently. Setting the Com-

pute Expected Supply parameter will prevent the heuristic from considering fixed

supply from other subnetworks. In Section 4.6.6, we covered how, in the case of subnet-

works, it’s possible to use either adjusted receipts or the inter-subnetwork transport

receipts to fix supply between the subnetworks. Setting the parameter to Yes means

that those numbers are ignored when planning a specific subnetwork. Note that while

the values are being ignored by the heuristic, they aren’t initialized.

4.8.9    Use of Validity Dates

Since SAP IBP release 1705, it’s been possible for the heuristic to directly consider valid-

ity dates in the sourcing rules. Although time-series-based sourcing ratios allow for

maximum flexibility, setting the Source of Supply Validity parameter makes it possible

to use master data types for the sourcing rule validity.

Three new master data types can be introduced:

� Customer source validity

This data type has the product, customer, and location as required key fields and

uses the CVALIDFR and CVALIDTO attributes to model valid from and to dates.

� Location source validity

This data type has the product, ship-from location, and location as key fields and

uses the TVALIDFR and TVALIDTO attributes to model valid from and to dates.

� Production source validity

This data type has the source ID as a required field and uses the PVALIDFR and

PVALIDFR attributes to model valid from and to dates.

4.9    Shelf-Life Planning

Companies in industries such as dairy, food, and beverages carry products that are per-

ishable. These products have limited shelf life with expiration dates. After a certain

time, such products are no longer allowed to be sold to customers due to safety, quality,

regulatory, and other reasons. For example, products in the food industry have best-

before date or use-by date before which the products quality is best and beyond that it

can’t be sold to customers. Other industries, such as pharmaceuticals or life sciences

and chemical, are also affected by shelf-life considerations for active drug ingredients.

Another consideration that adds to the complexity is that different customers request

different minimum required remaining shelf-life designations when the product
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reaches their stock. There are many possible reasons that customers demand different

required shelf-life minimums: specific market regulations, customer supply chain net-

work’s lead-time requirements to move products before being sold to end customers,

and an influential customer safeguarding obsolescence risk and inventory write-offs

by demanding higher remaining shelf life minimums.

As of SAP IBP release 2205, time-series supply planning offers two types of shelf-life

planning heuristics: shelf-life planning infinite heuristic and shelf-life distribution

planning heuristic. Before we delve into the details for both of these in the following

sections, let’s understand the planning area configuration required to enable shelf-life

planning.

A planning area needs to be enabled with relevant configured key figures that must

have the shelf-life attribute (SHELFLIFEID) in their planning levels, as follows:

� The product-location planning level of initial inventory, dependent demand, net

demand, projected inventory, supply, shortage, and total receipt needs to be

extended with the shelf-life attribute as root.

� The product-location-customer planning level for customer receipt and in transit

customer needs to be extended with the shelf-life attribute as root.

� The planning level for transport and production key figures needs to be extended

with the shelf-life attribute as root.

You must also include attributes to specify the minimum required shelf life for consen-

sus, independent demand, and triggering the inventory target on the location-product

master data. Additional attributes are specified for the minimum required component

shelf life on the production source item or BOM level, as well as an attribute for the

remaining shelf life of planned production on the production source of supply header.

Use Cases

Some of the use cases for one or both of the shelf-life planning heuristics are as fol-

lows:

� You can get visibility into projected wastage and obsolescence in the supply chain

network. This can provide insights into the financial reserves or write-offs you need

to plan for the future. In addition, you can also initiate manual rebalancing of the

stock in the network and take timely corrective measures in the S&OP process such

as pricing changes, promotions, and so on. This approach can be enabled by any of

the shelf-life planning algorithms.

� You can use the wastage quantities to plan additional supplies in a timely fashion

in a subsequent planning step using non-shelf-life supply algorithms such as

infinite heuristic, finite heuristic, or S&OP optimizer. This can be accomplished by

copying wastage as a negative inventory correction. This approach can be enabled

by any of the shelf-life planning algorithms.
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� You can run the shelf-life distribution planning heuristic as a first step to generate

a distribution plan and fulfill the customer/independent demand considering the

minimum shelf-life requirements with the available supplies, which comprise

stock on hand and the confirmed production receipts. The production receipt needs

to be copied into the adjusted production key figure. The first step doesn’t generate

any production plans. In the subsequent step, any unfulfilled demand is then

passed over to the time-series-based S&OP optimizer to generate the production,

distribution, and procurement plan. The assumption here is that the planned pro-

duction is sufficient to meet the shelf-life requirements of demand over the entire

planning horizon.

4.9.1    Shelf-Life Planning Infinite Heuristic

The shelf-life planning infinite heuristic is similar to the time-series supply planning

heuristic as described in Section 4.2. It generates an infinite demand and supply plan

with no shortages. However, it does so while considering the minimum shelf life of cus-

tomer demand and remaining shelf life of existing stock on hand at each location node

in the network.

When the infinite demand and supply plan is generated by the shelf-life planning heu-

ristic, it provides tactical visibility of projected wastage and obsolescence in the supply

chain network to help understand how much inventory will expire that needs to be

written off and/or needs to be replanned. It can also initiate manual balancing of the

stock in the network or other timely corrective actions in the S&OP process to push it

into the channel by triggering tactics such as pricing changes, promotions, and so on.

Now let’s understand at a high level how the algorithm works. The shelf-life planning

heuristic considers the entire supply network modeled. This means consensus

demands are propagated from customer-products in an upstream direction to distri-

bution centers, plants, and suppliers. Consensus demands are defined with a minimum

required shelf life, so corresponding customer receipts need to have a remaining shelf

life that is equal to or higher than the minimum shelf life defined for the corresponding

consensus demand.

Consensus demands are propagated in an upstream direction, resulting in dependent

demands that inherit their minimum shelf life from the outbound customer demands.

A net demand then is computed for each location-product, and each net demand inher-

its its minimum shelf life from the dependent demand.

The minimum shelf life is increased by transportation lead times while propagating a

demand in an upstream direction from a customer-product to the connected location-

product and from location-product to location-product. If stock on hand is available

with at least the required remaining shelf life, this stock on-hand quantity is planned to

satisfy the net demand of a location-product. If no adequate stock on hand is available
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in the required quantity, the net demand with the computed minimum shelf life is

propagated to the next upstream location where the minimum shelf life is increased

again by the related transportation lead time.

You can specify a minimum required shelf life for each component in the production

source. Components manufactured from the upstream process or purchased from

suppliers can have a remaining shelf life, which is then validated against the required

minimum shelf life of the corresponding component. If the minimum shelf-life

requirement isn’t defined for the component, the corresponding component quantity

must not have a shelf-life specification either. In this case, shelf life would not be con-

sidered for such a component.

The remaining shelf life for planned production is specified in the production source of

supply. Production receipts inherit their remaining shelf life from their respective pro-

duction source of supply. This remaining shelf life is decreased by the transport lead

time and by each period the product is in storage. For each location-product, the

incoming receipts are planned so that their remaining shelf life satisfies at least the

required minimum shelf life of the net demand. Similarly, customer receipts are

planned so that their remaining shelf life satisfies the required minimum shelf life of

the corresponding consensus demand.

4.9.2    Shelf-Life Distribution Planning Heuristic

The time-series shelf-life distribution planning heuristic computes the supply plan for

the distribution network by considering the available supply that has the minimum

required shelf life downstream through the supply chain. The stock on-hand and

adjusted production receipts are considered as the available supply. It’s different from

the shelf-life planning infinite heuristic as it doesn’t plan production and external

receipts, either for finished goods or components. Instead, it distributes the available,

limited supply of finished goods downstream through the supply chain network. If

there is limited supply or supply that is unable to meet the minimum required shelf life

of demand, then it’s possible that it might not fulfill all demands. This supply plan gen-

erated by the shelf-life distribution planning heuristic only consists of customer

receipts and transport receipts.

The shelf-life distribution planning heuristic basically calculates a distribution plan

(taking shelf life into account) that shows how much supply needs to be transported in

which period to which destination to fulfill all types of demand.

The shelf-life distribution planning heuristic receives the following as input from key

figure and master data:

� Stock on hand (with remaining shelf life)

� Consensus demand

� Independent demand
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� Inventory target

� Inventory corrections

� Adjusted production receipt

The most important output of the shelf-life distribution planning heuristic—among

other key figures—are the customer and transport receipts, projected inventory, total

customer receipts, and independent demand supply. By comparing the values of cus-

tomer demand with values of total customer receipts, it becomes visible how much of

the requested customer demand could be satisfied.

Similarly, you can compare independent demand with independent demand supply

(and analogously inventory correction with inventory correction violation). With the

projected inventory key figure, a planner can visualize which location products still

have unassigned inventory, that is, which of them are overstocked. It’s also possible to

configure a wastage key figure.

In essence, the shelf-life distribution planning heuristic computes a distribution plan

(with consideration of shelf life) that shows how much supply must be transported in

which period to which destination to fulfill all demand types. The shelf-life distribution

planning heuristic is a heuristic, it doesn’t consider costs like the S&OP optimizer—

which can lead to suboptimal results—meaning that there could be a supply plan with

a better fulfillment rate.

Some of the features supported by this heuristic as compared to the shelf-life planning

heuristic are prioritization of sources of supply, fair-share distribution, late delivery,

and nonstorable location products.

4.10    Summary

In this chapter, we covered the details of the S&OP heuristic and how it allows planners

to build a feasible supply plan. We’ve defined the S&OP heuristic as a rule-based,

unconstrained decision support algorithm that leverages the supply network to calcu-

late production plans, procurement plans, and distribution plans for the consensus

demand. The supply network, made of a consistent set of sourcing rules to propagate

the demand, defines the rules of the algorithm.

The algorithm starts with the consensus demand and performs a complete demand

propagation up to the edge of the supply network, followed by an unconstrained sup-

ply propagation. Although the algorithm is unconstrained in nature, it’s possible to

model resources and provide visibility into the rough-cut capacity planning implica-

tions of the sales and operations plan. If there are supply constraints, you should

adjust the plan manually, ensuring that the right business decisions are made. The

standard operation of the heuristic requires you to make this choice for every step in
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the network, but with parameterization, a fair-share supply propagation can be imple-

mented. Forecast consumption algorithms with various strategies can be used to

ensure planned demands are consumed or reduced by incoming customer/sales

orders to avoid duplicated planning.

To address the needs of companies in industries with perishable items, we discussed

the shelf-life planning algorithms and how they can enable visibility into excess and

obsolescence. Although the heuristic is a very powerful algorithm in its simplicity, con-

verting the unconstrained plan into a feasible plan could represent a significant work-

load for planners.

The next chapter will cover the S&OP optimizer, which is a constrained supply plan-

ning algorithm. In the S&OP optimizer, a lot of the rules from the S&OP heuristic will

be replaced by cost parameters that allow the algorithm to calculate a feasible plan that

maximizes the profit of the organization. Whereas the heuristic requires you to make

decisions in case of constraints, the S&OP optimizer will take the best financial alterna-

tive and constraints for the plan automatically. This can save a lot of work, but it comes

at the cost of significant added complexity.
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